South Central Action Area Caucus Group Caucus Meeting
Wednesday, February 19, 2019  1:30 PM – 3:30 PM
Puget Sound Regional Council, Central Meeting Room
1011 Western Ave, Suite 500, Seattle, WA 98101

AGENDA

Meeting Purposes:
Time
1:30 – 1:40

Topic
Welcome & Introductions

Lead/Action
Chair

1:40 – 1:45

Review Meeting Summary

1: 45 – 2:05

Good of the Order Member Updates
• PSP Updates
• Member Updates
2020 Work Plan: Shoreline Armoring
• Discuss how watershed programs connect to Shoreline
Armoring IS
• Develop work plan that leverages local work
Wrap-Up & Adjourn

Chair
Decision
Chair, Alexandra Doty
Information and discussion

2:05 – 3:25

3:25 – 3:30

Chair, Ruth, Brandy, Sydney,
Jeannette, Jennifer, Kollin, Maggie,
Nicole
Discussion
Chair
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South Central Action Area Caucus Group Meeting Summary
November 6, 2019 ⃒ 10:30 – 1:45 p.m.
Tukwila Community Center, 12424 42nd Ave S, Tukwila, WA

Attendees:
Members and Alternates
Name
Affiliation
Josh Baldi
King County
Brandy Reed
King Conservation District
Jason Mulvihill-Kuntz WRIA 8
Janne Kaje
King County
Other Attendees
Name
Caroline Burney
Ruth Bell

Affiliation
Cascadia Consulting Group
Cascadia Consulting Group

Name
Kathy Minsch
Erika Harris
Greg Rabourn

Name
Alexandra Doty
Sydney Fishman

Affiliation
City of Seattle
Puget Sound Regional Council
King County

Affiliation
Puget Sound Partnership
Dept. of Ecology
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Welcome and Introductions
Josh Baldi welcomed everyone to the meeting and reviewed the agenda.

Review September 2019 Meeting Summary
Kathy Minsch moved to approve the meeting summary, Brandy Reed seconded, and all approved. The
September meeting summary was approved as written.

D

Good of the Order
LIO Coordinator Meeting
• Ruth Bell attended the LIO Coordinator Meeting on Nov 5 and shared updates on the Habitat,
Stormwater, and Shellfish SIAT’s funding processes:
o Habitat SIAT has a blog with updates on their funding process
o Stormwater SIAT met 11/6. Heather Trim attended the meeting and will share outcomes
at the next LIO meeting.
• The SIATs are expected to make funding decisions in early December and will provide
opportunity for public comment.
• The timeline for 2020 NTA funding decisions has shifted forward to July.
Land Development & Cover Implementation Strategy
• Libby Gier, WA Department of Natural Resources is conducting a pilot with the Land
Development & Cover IS to determine how to make the IS process more locally applicable. Libby
is distributing a survey to LIOs and the Puget Sound recovery community to understand the role
of areas with high habitat and biodiversity value.
• Members asked for an update on how Libby’s work interacts with the PSP Vital Sign Update
Project, as well as an update on the overall scope and schedule around updates to vital signs.
o Alexandra Doty will determine the linkages between the updates to vital signs and the
land development & cover IS.
• Libby is on maternity leave until spring 2020. When she returns from maternity leave, she will
attend an LIO meeting to discuss the pilot in more depth.
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PSP Updates
• Ruth, Josh, and Janne Kaje will attend the ECB meeting on December 12 with EPA, PSP, and LIOs
to discuss the funding model.
• Several LIOs are concerned about the lack of funding to support local engagement in Puget
Sound recovery.
• PSP drafted a memo with recommendations to address some of the concerns raised by LIOs,
including:
o Rotating management conferences with more local involvement, including intentional
engagement of local decision makers to elevate stature of LIOs.
o Empower local and regional decision making through deliberate engagement with SI
leads and EPA.
o Consider change in PSP statute to better recognize LIOs. Potential risks in opening
statute. Timeline: 2021.
o Understand LIO capacity needs/constraints.
• LIO Coordinators are working together, independently of PSP, to draft recommendations to EPA
regarding the funding model for the next 5 years of NEP funding.
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Member Updates
• City of Federal way would like to be aligned with South Central LIO as they are with WRIA 9.
Shoreline Armoring Next Steps
Shore Friendly Meeting
Brandy Reed provided an update on the Shore Friendly Meeting on Sept 25 as well as the work
happening locally around shoreline armoring.

•

•

•

KCD has been engaging marine shoreline landowners to manage shoreline natural resources
since the late 1990s through education, technical assistance, and financial incentives. The
education and technical assistance elements of the program are most robustly funded, while
project planning and financial incentive elements have relied on soft funding sources and
therefore have been minimally funded.
Beginning September 2019, King Conservation District has expanded its program to work
collaboratively through an inter-agency partnership known as the Shore Friendly King County
Program. Partner agencies and organizations include KCD, WRIA 9, King County DNRP, and Mid
Fisheries Enhancement Group.
Shore Friendly King County (SFKC) is funded with a Shore Friendly Grant through the WA
Department of Fish and Wildlife in the amount of $150,000 for two years. The grant scope of
work was negotiated to fund the project planning and financial incentives gaps described above,
and the SFKC team has committed to strategically delivering these services to address the
WDFW ESRP priorities aligned with restoring ecosystem processes.
KCD seeks to leverage WDFW funding with other funding resources to deliver the SFKC program
at scale and to ensure landowner engagement that leads to on-the-ground improvement of
resource conditions such as armor removal and marine riparian enhancement.

D

•

Department of Ecology Shoreline Armoring Update
Sydney Fishman, DoE provided an update on her research. DoE is increasing its focus on local
implementation of shoreline armoring regulations.
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•

•

•

Opportunities for DoE to engage in shoreline armoring work include technical assistance,
guidance to improve local code language and processes, promoting existing resources and
knowledge sharing, fostering partnerships, and providing ongoing support and resources as
needed.
DoE is hiring for a total of 4 new positions; 2 are funded by the Orca Tasks Force and 2 are
vacant positions.
o 2 planning positions (one of which is Sydney) and 2 technical
 Long term goal of planning positions is to develop compliance and effectiveness
program.
 Technical positions will provide geotechnical review support and training to the
technical community.
Ecology reiterated their commitment to engaging with local governments and improving
implementation at the local level.

2020 Work Planning:
Ruth framed the discussion around how the LIO can engage with Ecology’s efforts for shoreline
armoring.

•
•

•
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•

Ecology is increasing funding and shifting its focus to implementation of SMPs by ensuring local
governments have capacity to implement and are following regulations.
o Sydney shared that engagement with the LIO is critical to ensure compliance is aligned
with the broader context of what’s happening at the local level. Sydney sees the LIO as
a good sounding board for resources and expertise.
Committee members agreed that coordination with local governments is critical, by providing
general education for permit staff, supporting elected officials, and building more awareness
around implementation of SMPs.
o The group felt the LIO could act a ‘think tank’ for the WRIAs.
o Need some positive reinforcement from PSP at leadership level to raise level of
performance around SMPs.
Committee members shared that a key barrier for implementation is the lack of staff capacity to
review permits and meet with landowners.
The group recommended baselining current programs in Puget Sound through an effectiveness
analysis, or partnering with Counties who have already completed effectiveness monitoring
studies.
The group also recommended re-engaging local elected officials to build political will.
o Several mentioned that political will is built at the WRIAs; the LIO can serve as a think
tank to bring strategies forward to the WRIAs.
o South Central LIO will incorporate these recommendations into the 2020 work plan.

D

•

NTA Selection Process
Ruth introduced the NTA selection process. South Central LIO needs to submit a decision for the top
three NTAs to SI Leads by the first week of December.
Update on previously selected NTAs:
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•

•

•

•

NTA 2016-0032 Replicable Model for Depave and LID Retrofits: Conducted depave projects at
several sites and developed digital toolkit to help other organizations start their own depave
programs.
NTA 2016-0383 Invertebrate Supplementation as Restoration Action in Select B-IBI Basins:
Successfully moved many macroinvertebrates (and their associated rock habitats) to 4 streams
(Gold Creek, Taylor Creek, Miller Creek, Yarrow Creek).
NTA 2018-0752 Phthalates Research for Source Control: Identified exterior use products with
high levels of phthalates to reduce potential chemical loading in stormwater.
o Members asked whether this research is informing policy and how PSP and DoE assesses
the rigor of these source control items at a legislative level. For example, one of the key
findings was that vinyl film wrap for buses is a product of concern- should King County
bring these recommendations to King County Metro, or will the state move it forward?
NTA 2018-0769 Commercial property engagement through parking lot retrofits in Bear/Little
Bear watersheds: Partnered with ECOSS for social marketing research and outreach.

ra
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Selection process
Ruth presented an overview of the previous year’s selection process and criteria. The group shared that
there’s limited bandwidth to revisit the selection process. Some committee members expressed concern
that the initial ranking was not a representative process, and that for future years we should carve out
more time to revisit the full list.
Ruth presented several options for NTA selection:

1. Choose next unfunded project from existing ranked list (Mid Sound Fisheries Enhancement
Group).
2. Review and re-rank NTAs from last year’s short list that are between $100,000 and $350,000 (9
NTAs)

D

NTA Selection
• Kathy Minsch proposed selecting NTA 2018-0432 for direct funding (King Conservation District).
Brandy Reed shared that funds would support the SFKC partnership including Mid Sound
Fisheries Enhancement Group.
• The group expressed interest in leveraging the direct funding to support a coordinated,
collaborative effort amongst partners.
• The group selected the following NTAs for direct funding, with funding intended to leverage the
ongoing SFKC partnership between King Conservation District and Mid Sound Fisheries
Enhancement Group.
1. 2018-0432: Marine Shoreline Technical Assistance, King Conservation District
2. 2018-0876: Acceleration of shoreline armoring removal in Central Puget Sound priority
reaches, Mid Sound Fisheries Enhancement Group
3. 2018-0371: Flow and Water Quality Monitoring of Pilot Polishing Layer for the Swale on
Yale Water Quality Project, City of Seattle
Wrap-up & Adjourn
Meeting adjourned at 1:30 pm. A Doodle Poll will be distributed to determine meeting times for 2020.
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

Shoreline Armoring
Implementation Strategy:
Reducing armor impacts on
Puget Sound shorelines
APRIL 24, 2018

Habitat Strategic Initiative
Co-led by
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and
Washington Department of Natural Resources
in collaboration with:
Shoreline Armoring Interdisciplinary Team
George Blomberg, Randy Carman, Lori Clark, Jessica Cote, Nicole
Faghin, Sarah Heerhartz, Lisa Kaufman, Kyle Loring, Susan Meyer,
Conrad Newell, Betsy Severtsen, Hugh Shipman, Doris Small (WDFW
Strategy Development Lead), Steve Todd, Heather Trim, Stan Walsh

Puget Sound Institute
Puget Sound Partnership
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Summary:
The Shoreline Armoring Implementation Strategy describes the regional outcomes necessary to
accelerate progress towards the Vital Sign indicator target. It is a road map for aligning opportunities
across agencies, programs, projects, and funding and to highlight the areas requiring the most attention
in order to sustain and accelerate the progress achieved to-date. This Implementation Strategy identifies
four strategies: incentives; regulatory; design and technical training; and planning. Enactment of this
Implementation Strategy should increase the health of Puget Sound shores while ensuring people and
their property are safe and able to continue enjoying Puget Sound beaches.
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Executive summary

Photo: Hugh Shipman

The shores of Puget Sound are an integral part of life
in the region. They are at the heart of early industry
and development, the backdrop for major cities, the
location of many transportation corridors, and where
people make their homes, recreate, and explore
nature. Puget Sound shores have also been integral
to Native Americans’ lives and cultural practices for
millennia and provide important habitat for marine
life and food webs. Over time, from the building of
homes, roads, and businesses near the water, we
have installed “shoreline armor”, also known as
seawalls or bulkheads, to prevent erosion and today
armor lines about 27% of the Sound‘s shoreline.

Shoreline armor makes a dynamic shoreline static, disrupting many of the natural processes that
replenish sand and gravel to beaches and spits of Puget Sound. As a result, beach material can wash
away more quickly, threatening infrastructure and nearshore habitat. In some places of Puget Sound,
armor must be maintained to protect public safety
and existing infrastructure. However, there are
Shoreline Armoring Vital Sign
many opportunities for restoration (armor
Indicator Target
removal) and preserving unmodified shoreline
 From 2011 to 2020, the total amount of
along Puget Sound where armor is not necessary.
armor removed should be greater than
Where shoreline stabilization is needed to reduce
the total amount of new armor installed
risks to property and infrastructure, one
in Puget Sound
alternative is to retrofit existing armor with an
engineering technique called “soft shore
Shoreline armor indicator status 2011- 2016
protection” where appropriate. This uses natural
 Sound-wide net increase of 0.8 miles of
materials to mimic nature and may offer some
permitted armor
habitat benefits, although more research is needed
 Five counties (geographic boundaries
to assess its effectiveness.
with numerous jurisdictions) had net
The Shoreline Armoring Implementation Strategy
(Implementation Strategy) draws upon the work
and lessons learned from the past decades to
accelerate our progress to restore shorelines by
removing shoreline armor or preserving
unarmored stretches. Enactment of this
Implementation Strategy should increase the
health of Puget Sound shores while ensuring
people and their property are safe and able to
continue enjoying Puget Sound beaches.

decreases in permitted armor
Recent improvement
 2014 and 2016 had Sound-wide net
annual removal in permitted armor
Data used to track the indicator: WDFW Hydraulic
Project Approvals *data are permitted armor, not
observed armor.
Learn more: Partnership Vital Sign website

What is an Implementation Strategy? The Shoreline Armoring Implementation Strategy describes the
regional outcomes necessary to accelerate progress towards the Vital Sign indicator target (see inset
box). It is a road map for aligning opportunities across agencies, programs, projects, and funding and to
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highlight the areas requiring the most attention in order to sustain and accelerate the progress achieved
to-date.

Goal The Implementation Strategy’s goal is accelerate progress towards achieving the Vital Sign
indicator target. Progress toward the target helps to reduce the negative impacts of shoreline armor so
that protecting land for human uses does not impede shoreline processes, such as the supply and
movement of sediment. Sustaining these processes provides the beach habitat that is necessary to
support a diverse and resilient marine food web, including invertebrate prey for salmonids and
spawning habitat for forage fish. Sustaining dynamic shoreline processes also provides opportunity for
adaptation in face of sea level rise and other climate-driven changes. A functioning nearshore also
provides beaches for recreation and natural shoreline buffer that protects waterfront properties.
Meeting the Vital Sign indicator target is central to this goal.
Opportunities to make gains towards the Vital Sign indicator target are not equal throughout the Sound.
In the near-term residential and publicly-owned parcels represent the greatest opportunities for
meaningful gains. Armor on residential parcels represents the majority (about 60%) of the armored
shoreline along Puget Sound. In the long-term, major gains toward the goal on non-residential parcels
can be achieved by working to reduce armor impacts associated with roads and industrial or commercial
development where solutions may have longer planning horizons.

Strategies The Implementation Strategy includes four strategies. Each strategy aims to accelerate the
rate at which habitat protection and restoration actions reduce the impacts of shoreline armor and
progress towards the Vital Sign indicator target. Enacting these strategies does not reduce the need to
continually implement the on-the-ground projects necessary for recovery.
1. Incentives strategy: Improve and expand incentives and education for residential property
owners to support their efforts to remove hardened shoreline or protect unmodified
shorelines.
Why this strategy?
Residential parcels account for over half of Puget Sound’s
shoreline length. Shoreline property owners’ concerns about
erosion often result in management decisions, such as
installing armor, which can have negative impacts on
shoreline processes. This strategy builds upon the substantial
progress made to develop incentive and education programs
for property owners in the Puget Sound region with the longterm goal of sustained program resources to motivate
voluntary actions for healthy shorelines.

What do we need to achieve now?
Near-term priorities
 Expanded financial incentive alternatives
available to property owners to motivate
ecologically friendly shoreline management
 Continued and expanded property owner site
visit programs to provide technical assistance
 Sustained funding for incentive and outreach
programs focused on shoreline property
owners

2. Regulatory strategy: Increase and improve regulatory implementation, compliance,
enforcement and communication to increase habitat protection and improve opportunities for
the restoration of shoreline processes and habitat.
Why this strategy?
Existing shoreline regulations are designed to protect species
and ecosystems while protecting private property, public
safety, and public access. Regulatory agencies, however, face

What do we need to achieve now?
Near-term priorities
 Increased training and technical support for
local jurisdiction regulatory staff
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challenges implementing and enforcing existing regulations
for new or replacement armor and hurdles for armor
removal remain high. This strategy identifies effective
implementation, compliance monitoring and enforcement
improvements within and across regulatory agencies in Puget
Sound to reduce new (and especially illegal) armor, reduce
the impact of repairs and replacements, and encourage
armor removal. The strategy also identifies improved
communication among regulatory agencies and with the
public as a way to achieve efficiencies and improve
outcomes.

 Regulatory implementation and effectiveness
monitoring
 Active compliance monitoring and enforcement
programs Sound-wide
 Political support cultivated for regulatory
implementation, compliance monitoring, and
enforcement

3. Design and technical training strategy: Increase and improve coastal processes-based design
and technical training to continue to expand technical solutions and capacity.
Why this strategy?

What do we need to achieve now?
Near-term priorities
Each shoreline parcel requires individual assessment to
 Compilation and analysis of existing monitoring
determine potential risks associated with its unique shoreline
information on implemented removal and soft
attributes and upland features. The regulatory environment,
shore projects (to improve designs and site
property owner, and the restoration community depend
selection)
upon regional technical capacity to evaluate site
 Development of additional, complementary
characteristics and determine appropriate solutions including
guidance to the Marine Shoreline Design
no armor, armor removal, or soft shore protection. The
Guidelines (to improve implementation of
outcome of this strategy is improved technical capacity
removal and soft shore projects)
including access to designs, guidance, and training to
implement environmentally protective projects throughout
Puget Sound.

4. Planning strategy: Improve long-term strategic planning to support and connect regional and
local partners to develop integrated habitat restoration and protection, transportation, and
infrastructure improvement plans.
Why this strategy?

What do we need to achieve now?
Near-term priorities
Land use planning related to development patterns,
 Completed mapping of Puget Sound shoreline
infrastructure replacement, and future climate change
attributes using standardized methods
scenarios influence shoreline armor trends over timescales of  Improved quantification of shoreline armor
10 – 50 years. If the tools and resources needed to support
impacts on the Puget Sound nearshore
long-term planning are not initiated today, we may be unable
ecosystem
to address foreseeable challenges in the future. This strategy  Successful case studies that leverage nondescribes the planning efforts, research questions, and
restoration-focused projects to remove
monitoring that should be in place today in order to
shoreline armor are scaled up into regional
effectively reduce armor impacts in the future.
programs (including coordination among large
partners)
 Identification of vulnerable and aging
infrastructure and unarmored shorelines
vulnerable to armor installation

Research The last decade has seen a substantial increase in our understanding of the physical and
biological processes that sustain the structure and ecological function of Puget Sound shorelines. We
have also made some progress understanding the human-dimension of shoreline armor – who owns the
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shoreline and what influences their decision to install, maintain, or remove armor. Outstanding
questions remain that limit our ability to evaluate key assumptions of this Implementation Strategy or to
support the site-level decisions that ultimately result in progress. Key research needs identified during
the Implementation Strategy development include:
 Comparison of the ecological effects (structure, processes, function) of soft shore designs,
removal projects, and hard armor
 Comparison of short-term (installation) and long-term (maintenance) costs between hard
armoring and soft shore protection designs
Climate change Research is underway to develop improved, finer scale projections of sea level rise and
storm surge under different future scenarios for Puget Sound, which are variables that influence
shoreline processes and affect risk and risk perception. Building upon this research, the region should
adopt a standardized set of best available science and place-specific estimates for climate change
variables, especially sea level rise and storm surge projections, which are used to plan for sea level rise
resilience and adaptation across sectors and locations. A standardized set of resources would improve
planning outcomes by: providing a level of predictability to people and institutions that are interacting
with the state on various climate-related activities; help to standardize approaches across the region
and reduce redundancy (i.e. one climate vulnerability assessment would state requirements for most
processes); and provide a quick reference to determine risk tolerance for those organizations that do
not have the time, capacity, or training to do a “risk assessment.”
Sea level rise and extreme precipitation will increase erosion risk in some areas, but may also increase
the perception of increased risk more widely. Rising sea level is also expected to magnify storm surge
effects and increase the likelihood that inundation occurs in low-lying areas. The Implementation
Strategy identifies climate vulnerabilities for each strategy, including direct physical impacts and human
behavioral responses, as well as example actions that can help mitigate these vulnerabilities.
Implementation and Partners Achieving the outcomes described in the Implementation Strategy will
require the ongoing and coordinated efforts of partners throughout the Puget Sound region. The current
efforts of local, state, and federal governments, tribes, NGOs, Conservation Districts, and restoration
and recovery groups are crucial to achieving the strategy’s goal. Throughout this Implementation
Strategy, there is a strong theme of consistent, standardized, and transparent decisions, coordination,
and communication that will better allow individual organizations and agencies to collectively assess the
causes and consequences of our actions for Puget Sound shorelines. The Habitat Strategic Initiative has
identified how to support strategy implementation through grant funding, staff capacity, and
communication.
Adaptively managing the strategy Adaptive management—the process of continuous improvement
based on new data, analysis, and learning—forms the basis for planning, implementing, and improving
Puget Sound recovery. The Habitat Strategic Initiative team, in collaboration with regional partners, will
host an annual forum to update the Implementation Strategy’s performance metrics, highlight and
incorporate new information that is vital to the strategy, and determine if the regional planning
community should make any changes to the strategy. This strategy seeks to support long-term behavior
change in how Puget Sound communities manage the shoreline. The strategy near-term priorities focus
on the immediate steps needed to accelerate progress; however, adaptive management is crucial in
order to address the long-term vision of behavior change.
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South Central LIO Discussion Guide: Shoreline Armoring Work Plan
February 2020

Purpose of Discussion
South Central LIO is developing a work plan to support shoreline armoring efforts that align at the watershed,
regional, and state levels. The goal of the discussion is to understand how South Central LIO can leverage the
work of partners in the watershed in order to create a collective impact. The intention is to build on prior
conversations, including the May 1, 2019 Deep Dive featuring presentations from Washington Department of
Fish & Wildlife (WDFW), King County, and City of Seattle.

Recap from May 1, 2019 Deep Dive: Shoreline Armoring
Jennifer Griffiths (WDFW), Kollin Higgins (King County), Greg Rabourn (King County), and Maggie Glowacki (City
of Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections) delivered presentations on the Shoreline Armoring
Implementation Strategy, shoreline armoring trends in King County, Vashon Data Stewards’ drift cell approach
to reduce shoreline armoring and restore shoreline, and a green shoreline rating system. Members discussed
the following:
•

•

•

Trends in shoreline armoring: Three of the last four years have had more armoring removed than added
across Puget Sound. Data is based only on permitted additions and removals (does not include replacements
or unpermitted work). In King County, rate of armoring is about the same across jurisdictions and many
projects are replacing existing armoring. On Vashon Island, 1,400 feet of armoring have been removed
through the Vashon Data Stewards’ process.
Permit rates and compliance: About half of projects are permitted in King County. Seattle and Burien have
highest rates; Vashon Island has very low rate because people must travel to Snoqualmie for permits and
also generally think they are doing the right thing. Local permits are more popular than WDFW permits,
likely because they cost less. Permit compliance is a challenge for contractors because there are different
best practices for shorelines and intertidal areas than uplands, and not all contractors are aware of
differences. Technical assistance during construction and boat enforcement have been effective to increase
compliance.
Program details and effectiveness: Two key gaps to increasing rates of armoring reduction are funding for
technical assistance (e.g., trainings, workshops) and on the ground removal. There are a variety of property
owners, but most lack capital for improvements. Relationship building has been key on Vashon for
capitalizing on opportunities to remove armoring: 83% of removal has happened before properties went up
for sale. The shore friendly rating system will be available for both lake and marine shorelines. It is currently
voluntary, and plans are underway to integrate into Seattle’s Shoreline Master Plan. LEED and similar
certifications are either too expensive for most homeowners or need additional program support to make
feasible.

Janne asked about the most important steps a jurisdiction can take to move shoreline armoring reduction work
forward. Presenters and members provided the following suggestions:
•

•

Reduce barriers to permitting and removal: Kollin suggested a checklist to translate municipal code into
implementable language. Permit costs can also far exceed project costs. A site evaluation approach could
help identify appropriate techniques for individual shorelines.
Incentivize removal: Greg suggested demonstration projects to increase interest and build momentum to
encourage others to participate. Heather suggested an ad in the newspaper for permit noncompliance,
similar to ads for wastewater treatment plant noncompliance.
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•

•

Provide training and support municipal cross-departmental coordination: Doug suggested a growth
management training for public works, parks, and planning departments to increase understanding of
challenges and provide a foundation for future coordination. Jennifer noted the Dept. of Commerce has
started to work on a similar effort.
Identify common challenges and common language: Jennifer noted that green shoreline design guide could
provide a common language. Josh commented on the importance of cross-jurisdiction conversations and
suggested giving these presentations to the Leadership Council. Sydney, a NOAA Coastal Fellow, is
identifying common challenges across jurisdictions and differences in how jurisdictions implement shoreline
armoring regulations based on interviews with nearly a dozen counties and cities.

Questions for the Committee
1. Where can South Central LIO leverage these efforts?
a) What can the LIO do that would help support these efforts, or allow these efforts/programs to reach
a wider audience/build partnerships?
b) What barriers could the LIO help address?
2. How can these efforts be a part of the LIO making progress on its goals?
a) What specific activities will we do inside or outside of meetings to get work done?
b) How is work at the watershed scale being tracked regionally?
c) How is watershed-specific work being reflected in regional planning?
3. Discuss how the programs in the watershed connect with the Shoreline Armoring Implementation Strategy.
4. What would it take to move the needle on the Shoreline Armoring Implementation Strategy?
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Four strategies working together to make progress towards the Vital Sign indicator target

Key

Shoreline Armoring Implementation Strategy

Strategy
(Land use emphasis)

Action achieving
Intermediate
outcome

Priorities for the
near-term

Ecosystem
outcome

Vital Sign
Target

Long-term strategic
planning
(all)

Regulatory implementation,
compliance, enforcement and
communication
(residential)

Coastal processesbased design and
technical training
(residential/ public)

Incentives and
education for property
owners
(residential)

How to move the region towards the Vital Sign indicator target: Sequenced actions supporting desired outcomes
Communicate with and educate
residential property owners about
ecologically friendly shoreline
management alternatives
Sustained funding in place for
incentive and outreach programs
focused on shoreline property owners

Develop and deliver incentives to accelerate armor prevention and
removal on residential properties using site visits and technical,
permit, and financial assistance
Expand financial incentive alternatives available to property
owners to incentivize ecologically friendly shoreline management
Continue and expand property owner site visit programs

Compile existing information to develop guidance to complement and help implement
the Marine Shoreline Design Guidelines
Compile and analyze existing data from removal and soft shore projects to improve
designs and site selection
Develop additional, complementary guidance to the Marine Shoreline Design Guidelines
to improve implementation of removal and soft shore projects
Develop a programmatic framework for technical training and deliver training

Improve regional technical
capacity
• Increase capacity to
support property owners
• Increase contractor and
consultant confidence
with approaches
• Build demand for
contractors and
consultants trained in
removal and soft shore
protection

Evaluate and improve effectiveness of existing regulations
• Use standardized review protocols and improve training
• Do implementation and effectiveness monitoring
• Have access to technical experts
• Improve agency communication and coordination

Increase training and technical support for local
regulatory staff
Design and implement regulatory
implementation and effectiveness monitoring

Conduct compliance monitoring and enforcement
• Identify and take action on Illegal armor
• Improve compliance with permit conditions

Establish active compliance monitoring and
enforcement programs

Increase political support
• Increase resources for regulatory staff
Evaluating the need for regulatory change
• Regulatory alignment for improved communication
• Implications of federal shoreline jurisdiction
interpretation

Cultivate political support for regulatory
implementation, compliance and enforcement

Enable regional planning and coordination
• Identify current shoreline attributes, vulnerabilities, future conditions, and use
• Coordinate and communicate among partners
• Ensure easily accessible data to support decision-making
Complete mapping of Puget Sound shoreline attributes
Improve the quantification of shoreline armor impacts on the Puget Sound nearshore ecosystem
Scale up successful case studies, which leverage large-scale, public works projects to remove shoreline
armor, into regional programs including coordination among agency and industry partners
Identify vulnerable and aging infrastructure and unarmored shorelines vulnerable to armor installation

Near-term

Improve site decisions
• Assess sites with
coastal process lens
• Identify appropriate
management actions
to protect or restore
shoreline processes
• Implement a regional
monitoring strategy to
evaluate restoration
effectiveness

Improve regulatory
outcomes
• Obtaining and complying
with permits is easier
• Discourage permit
violations and
unpermitted activities
• Protect intact shorelines
• Transparent and best
available science-based
regulatory decisions

Address priorities for shoreline protection
and restoration through regional planning
• Develop regional criteria for protection
and restoration
• Integrate priorities into planning,
regulations, incentive and education
programs
• Proactively plan for climate resiliency
and adaptation

Long-term

Unarmored
shorelines
protected
Armor
removal and
restoration
projects
implemented

Shoreline
Armoring
Vital Sign Indicator
2020 Recovery
Target:
From 2011 to
2020, the total
amount of
armoring removed
should be greater
than the total
amount of new
armoring in
Puget Sound.
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Shoreline Armoring Implementation Strategy & South Central LIO

The graphic below shows South Central LIO programs mapped onto the Shoreline Armoring Implementation Strategy.
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South Central LIO Programs
1.
King County Shore Friendly – KCD,
MSF, WRIA 9
2.
Green Shores for Homes- City of
Seattle
3.
King County Nearshore Restoration on
Vashon– Greg Rabourn
4.
WA Sea Grant Needs AssessmentNicole Fahgin
5.
King County Shoreline monitoring –
Kollin Higgins
6.
Dept of Ecology Shoreline
Management – Sydney Fishman
7.
40 jurisdictions implementing SMPs
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